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&c. inside, and m/, w2', &c. outside the surface S.    The particles outside contribute nothing to the integral fFd<r, while the particles inside contribute respectively —4nrmly - 47rm2, &c.   On the whole, when F is measured positively outwards, we have
SFd<r = -*TrMi ........................... (7),
where Ml stands for the sum of the internal particles mlf m2, &c.
The truth of the theorem is not affected if some of the matter, instead of being attractive, be repulsive. Such matter must however be regarded as having a negative mass.
107. The product Fdo- represents the product of the normal resolute of the attraction at an element multiplied by the area of the element across which it is supposed to act. This product is sometimes called the flux or flow of the attraction across the elementary area dor in the direction in which the component F is measured. When the particles of the body attract, the proposition asserts that the whole inward flux across any closed surface is equal to 4>7r multiplied by the mass inside. The^jgrpduct Fdcr is also called the induction through the element ; see Maxwell's Electricity.
We sometimes require the flux or induction across a portion only of the surface S instead of across the whole. Let this portion subtend a finite solid angle w at any one attracting point m. Then by what precedes the Jinx or induction across this portion due to the attraction of m is mu. If there are several attracting points we may find the flux due to each and add the results together.
w   1O8.    To deduce Laplace's and Poisson's theorems from Gauss' theorem.    To "effect this we take as the closed space to which we apply Gauss' theorem the element suited to the coordinates we intend to use.   Let P be any point of space and let c7£, drj, d£ be the lengths of the three edges which intersect at P.
In Cartesian coordinates the element has its edges parallel to the coordinate *• axes and therefore d£=dx, dyj = dy, d£-=dz.    The sides of the polar element are d$=dr, dy = rdd, J,f=rsin0^0, while those for cylindrical coordinates are d^ — dRt
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It should be noticed that in all these cases the three edges which meet at any corner of the element are at right angles. The mass inside the element is M=pd£d-rjd£ in every case.
Let V be the potential at P. Consider first the two faces perpendicular to the edge at d% ; the inward flux for the one and the outward flux for the other are
The total outward flux for these two is therefore ^-- d£.    Treat the two other pairs of faces in the same way and equate the whole flux to - ktrM.    We then have
±(*r d«Ul

